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SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
The standard of review of an Industrial Commission 
order is set forth in Pinter Construction Company v. Frisby, 
679 P.2d 305 (Utah 1984), at page 307: 
In reviewing an Industrial Commission order, this 
Court may only set aside an order if (1) "the Commission 
acted without or in excess of its powers" or (2) "the 
findings of fact do not support the award." U.C.A., 
1953, Section 35-1-84. We must sustain an order unless 
it is u_n_guppor t ed by any subs tant ial credible evidence 
and is therefore arbitrary and capricious. 
DISAGREEMENT WITH RESPONDENTS-CONCLUSION 
The appellant below will provide clarity to the court 
regarding the offered expert/medical panel opinion and the 
substantial credible evidence which was requested by the administra-
tive law judge. Conclusion was stated in Brief of respondent and 
dated 8-4-88. 
1. In the 1-11-1988 Findings of Fact Dr. Bronsky was the 
appointed "special medical panel". 
2. Administrative Law Judge Richard G. Sumsion granted 
submission of Dr. Fink's opinion relative to the appellant's 
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claim. Dr. Bronsky, and, as mentioned by the Judge, Dr. Fink is a 
"recognized expert11 in his field. The Judge denied a request 
for appointment of Dr. Fink to the medical panel nor did Judge 
Sumpsion request a medical examination outside of Dr. Bronsky's 
panel report. Dr. Fink is not only a qualified expert in occupa-
tional disease, but a physician qualified to REVIEW MEDICAL RECORDS 
of another doctor (Bronsky, M.D.). This Dr. Fink did and there-
after stated a REQUESTED opinion. 
2. Judge Sumpsion stated "allowances' must necessarily be made 
in order to effectuate the purposes of the Occupational Disease law." 
3. The appellant performed duties for 8 years as a firefighter 
and was asymptomatic. Only after that time~a insignificant reaction 
of cat dander OR a significant reaction to smoke inhalation produced 
and perpetuated his asthma to a chronic and significant state of a 
documented medical disability of 30% whole man rating. On 5-1-1986 
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Dr. Renzetti rated the appellant PERMANENTLY TOTALLY DISABLED 
and with a 30% permanent partial disability. The total disability 
was occupational and the permanent partial disability-was due to 
an underlying cause which Dr. Renzetti could NEITHER include nor 
exclude as being the cause of the appellant's firefighting and 
smoke inhalation. Dr. Bronsky's expert medical panel report in 
a letter dated 2-18-87 stated"nthat by history (medical) the 
appellant worked as a firefighter for more than 7 years with no 
symptoms of asthma whatsoever! Dr. Bronsky stated l!I have no 
position with disagreement to the rating given by Dr. Renzetti" 
(and believe that Mr. Jacobsen's asthmatic severity-non quote) 
"relatesto his job of firefighting exposure". Dr. Fink stated 
"In reviewing your records" -- I, therefore, am of the opinion 
that your progressive pulmonary impairment was induced by your 
recurrent exposure and inhalation of smoke and noxious materials 
in your occupation. Judge Sumpsion stated "the asthma itself was 
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clearly aggravated by the applicant's industrial exposures. 
Dr. Fink stated flI believe it (the asthma) would have not 
progressed to disability had you not been a firefighter." Dr. 
Renzetti stated in a letter of 9-17-86 "I am willing to admit 
we do not know the cause of asthma in general". 
4. The medical panel expert (Dr. Bronsky) stated as 
mentioned in Brief of Appellant Page 7 (cc: Addendum P-30, Para 
3) "The cat reaction CANNOT be considered RELEVANT AS THE UNDER-
LYING CAUSE" -. Dr. Renzetti in a letter to Judge Sumpsion did 
state "I did indicate to Mr. Jacobsen that special istsin allergy 
are more expert in the field of asthma and its causes and I might 
defer to a well qualified experienced allergist -". 
APPELLANT APPEAL TO THE COURT 
The above credible medical evidence presented by appointed 
experts support total disability relative to a cause of occupational 
disease. Dr. Bronsky did not segregate specifically amounts of 
cause or disability. The medical panel more importantly agreed with 
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the treating physicians rated disability of 30%, and additionally 
(as previously stated) did not attribute a -insignificant reaction 
to cat dander as being any of the CAUSE. Therefore in whole the 
appellant is entitled to all disability benefits and the respondent 
accusations and conclusions seem meritless and without support per 
the above medical documentation. 
Per the statute 35-1-106, the appellant requests the court 
to view the constitutionality-of 35-1-69, and also decide that'35-
2-50 be invalid in regard to this claim. 35^1-69 Combined injuries 
resulting in a permanent incapacity - (1) If any employee who has 
previously incurred a permanent incapacity by accidental injury, 
disease, or congenital causes - -- - that results in permanent 
incapacity- that is substancially-greater - or which is aggrava-
ted by such incapacity, compensation, medical care and other related 
items - shall be awarded on the basis of the combined injuries. 
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35-1-69 Section (b), last paragraph. In review the appellants 
request of the court is that LIABILITY OF THE SECOND INJURY FUND 
is not dismissed per the statute because the assessment of disability 
in not just permanent partial BUT moreover a TOTAL PERMANENT DISABILITY. 
CONCLUSION 
35-2-26. - "occupational disease11 _ _r and which can be seen 
to have followed as a natural incident of the work as a result 
of the exposure occasioned by the nature of the employment, and 
which can be fa irly traced to the employment as the proximate 
cause, and which does not come from a hazard to which workmen 
would have been equally exposed outside of the employment f,the 
disease must appear to have had its origin in a risk connected 
with the employment - lf • 
The appellant requests full benefits, as the occupational 
disease was the sole cause of the disability. The appellant does 
ask the court to assess a equal payment comparable to Worker's 
Compensation benefits. This request is made because of the total 
disability determination medically even if assigned to a permanent 
partial amount (30%). 
The cause of disability in the appellants case did produce 
an effect, and a result - TOTAL DISABILITY. 
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It is requested the order of the Industrial Commission of 
Utah be set aside by this court for the specific below reasons: 
The specific issue ON REVIEW is the appellant's entitlement 
to full benefits, and a comparable amount equal to Worker's Compensa-
tion payment benefits per a rated disability. The court also should 
realize that the argument is a logical one, and the issue is also a 
total disability and an assessment of a permanent partial disability. 
In the review it must become apparent by the evidence that U.C.A. 
35-2-50 as a legal issue has shown ivalidity to the issue at hand. 
The mentioned medical evidence does not show and is not quite 
clear (per the Industrial Commission denial for motion for review) 
that the stated exposure and any relationship to impairment WAS NOT 
in the "form of aggravation to an allready developed bronchial asthma 
caused, by allergy11. DR. BRONSKY DID STATE THAT TESTING INDICATED MR. 
JACOBSEN NOT TO BE AN ALLERGIC INDIVIDUAL. ALSO QUOTE: " The cat 
reaction CANNOT be considered relevant as the underlying cause - ". 
Therefore, 30% and the total disability is occupational in origin and 
can be compensated in full. 
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